RF Industries maintains one of the largest inventories of N connectors for Times Microwave LMR®-400 and equivalent cables in North America. The connectors are available for quick shipping to you and your customers. Contact our Sales Department to discuss the style that best fits your needs.

Available Styles
- Crimp and clamp style attachments
- Straight and right angle
- Silver, nickel, white bronze (tri-metal) plating
- Male and female
- Standard and reverse polarity
- Standard assembly or compression crimp
- For LMR®-400 and equivalent cables, including plenum rated
- Shells with hex nut, knurling or both

See Reverse Side for Tools and Kits
- Professional Crimp Handle / Kit
- Commercial Crimp Handle
- CompPro Compression Crimp Handle / Kit

Manufactured by
RF Connectors
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San Diego, CA 92126
(800) 233-1728
(858) 549-6340
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www.rfindustries.com
Installation Tools for LMR®-400 and Equivalent Cable

Tool Kits

- **KIT400** Every tool you need to install CompPro™ “N” compression connectors quickly and securely every time.
  - Pouch-50: Toolbag
  - VT500: Compression Tool for 400 Cable
  - RC400-50: Replacement Blades
  - PEN-50: Marking Pen
  - TW1412: Torque Wrench for N Connector
  - CXC: Cable Cutter
  - SDT400-50: Stripping Prep Tool
  - IT50NM: Insertion Tool for N Connector
  - Assembly Instructions

- **RFA-4511** Series of “N” connector installation kits give you everything you need, including twenty-five connectors, in a foam-lined rigid case. Each kit is designed specifically for the “N” crimp connector of your choice on LMR-400 cable.
  - RFA-4511 Kit Contents
    - RFA-4009-20: Professional Crimp Handle
    - RFA-4009-05: Die hex cavities: .100”, .118”, .429”
    - RFA-4420: Cable Devil® Preparation Tool
    - RFA-4206: Professional Grade Cable Cutter
    - RFA-4400: 1-Step Cable Stripper Series
    - 25 pc. “N” Connectors: Stripping Prep Tool
    - Assembly Instructions
  - RFA-4511 Kits and Connectors
    - RFA-4511-01: RFN-1006-3I
    - RFA-4511-03: RFN-1006-49I
    - RFA-4511-05: RFN-1006-I
    - RFA-4511-07: RFN-1028
    - RFA-4511-08: RFN-1028-I
    - RFA-4511-09: RFN-1009-I
    - RFA-4511-10: RFN-1006-I-WB

* All KIT400 and RFA-4511 parts are available individually

Crimp Tool & Die Sets

- **RFA-4009-205** Professional Crimp Handle & die in box, die cavity .100”, .118”, .429”
- **RFA-4009** Professional Crimp Handle w/ Dies -01 & -05
- **RFA-4005-300** Commercial Crimp Handle & die in box, die cavity .100”, .118”, .429”
- **RFA-4005** Commercial Crimp Handle w/ Dies -01 & -02

Strippers

- **SDT400-50** 2 Step Stripping Prep Tool
- **RFA-4400** Cable Stripper
- **RFA-4420** Center Conductor Prep Tool
- **RFA-4087** Coax Stripping Tool

Notes: Specifications subject to change without notice. Comp Pro™ is a registered trademark of RF Industries. LMR® is a registered trademark of Times Microwave Systems.